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Eventually, you will very discover a extra experience and realization by spending more cash. still when? pull off you bow to that you require to
acquire those every needs considering having significantly cash? Why dont you attempt to get something basic in the beginning? Thats something
that will guide you to understand even more something like the globe, experience, some places, as soon as history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your unquestionably own get older to take effect reviewing habit. accompanied by guides you could enjoy now is Faros Daughter below.

Envious Casca - Georgette Heyer 2010-05-01
'Tis the season-to be dead... A holiday party takes on a sinister aspect
when the colorful assortment of guests discovers there is a killer in their
midst. The owner of the substantial estate, that old Scrooge Nathaniel
Herriard, is found stabbed in the back. While the delicate matter of
inheritance could be the key to this crime, the real conundrum is how
any of the suspects could have entered a locked room to commit the foul
deed. For Inspector Hemingway of Scotland Yard, the investigation is
complicated by the fact that every guest is hiding something-throwing all
of their testimony into question and casting suspicion far and wide. The
clever and daring crime will mystify readers, yet the answer is in plain
sight all along... Praise for Georgette Heyer: "Miss Heyer's characters
and dialogue are an abiding delight to me...I have seldom met people to
whom I have taken so violent a fancy from the word 'Go'." - Dorothy L.
Sayers "A writer of great wit and style." - Daily Telegraph "Ms. Heyer is
one of the most entertaining writers I have ever ready." - Reading
Extravaganza "Miss Heyer has the delightful talent of blending humor
with mystery." - Boston Evening Transcript Georgette Heyer wrote over
fifty books, including Regency Romances, mysteries, and historical
fiction. Her barrister husband Ronald Rougier, provided many of the
plots for her detective novels, which are classic English country house
mysteries reminiscent of Agatha Christie. Heyer was legendary for her
research, historical accuracy, inventive plots, and sparkling
characterizations.
Corinthian - Georgette Heyer 2009-06-01
"A writer of great wit and style...I've read her books to ragged
shreds."—Kate Fenton, Daily Telegraph A daring escape Penelope Creed
will do anything to avoid marrying her repulsive cousin. Dressed in boy's
clothing, she's fleeing from London when she's discovered by Sir Richard
Wyndham, himself on the verge of the most momentous decision of his
life. And a heroic rescue When Sir Richard encounters the lovely young
fugitive, he knows he can't allow her to travel to the countryside all
alone, so he offers himself as her protector. As it happens, at that very
moment Sir Richard could use an escape of his own... What Readers Say:
"Marvelous screwball comedy and great romance!" "Light–hearted and
fun, full of adventure and misadventure. But it is Heyer's style, much
reminiscent of Jane Austen's, yet more colorful and engaging, that makes
this book truly delightful." "A sprightly handful of a heroine, an amused
grey–eyed hero, and a colorful and diverse group of supporting
characters...throw in a road trip, a murder over stolen jewels, and a
mystery, and there's a little something for everyone." "Triumphantly
good...Georgette Heyer is unbeatable."—India Knight, Sunday Telegraph
"Her books sparkle with wit and style."—Publishers Weekly
Z for Zachariah - Robert C. O'Brien 2021-06-01
In this post-apocalyptic novel from Newbery Medal–winning author
Robert C. O’Brien, a teen girl struggling to survive in the wake of
unimaginable disaster comes across another survivor. Ann Burden is
sixteen years old and completely alone. The world as she once knew it is
gone, ravaged by a nuclear war that has taken everyone from her. For
the past year, she has lived in a remote valley with no evidence of any
other survivors. But the smoke from a distant campfire shatters Ann’s
solitude. Someone else is still alive and making his way toward the
valley. Who is this man? What does he want? Can he be trusted? Both
excited and terrified, Ann soon realizes there may be worse things than
being the last person on Earth.
Black Sheep - Georgette Heyer 2008-06-01
Abigail Wendover, on the shelf at 28, is kept busy when her niece falls
head over heels in love with a handsome fortune hunter and Abbie is
forced into a confrontation with his scandalous uncle. Miles Calvery is
the black sheep of his family- enormously rich from a long sojourn in
India, disconcertingly blunt and brash. But he turns out to be Abbie's
most important ally in keeping her niece out of trouble. But how can he
possibly be considered eligible when she has worked so hard to rebuff
his own nephew's suit for her niece? And how can she possibly detach
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from an ailing sister who needs her? This is a heroine who has to be,
literally, swept off her feet...
The Inspector's Daughter - Alanna Knight 2006
'Alanna Knight could hardly be better, with a crime novelist's insight into
motive and aftermath.'Ian Rankin
The Faery Queen's Daughter - Tam Erskine 2019-05-22
To save the magical creatures in the Land of Faery, Ivy--eldest daughter
of the queen of Faery--must use her wits and her heart. As the queen's
madness grows, the land shifts in dangerous, hostile ways. When Ivy
rescued a baby from the Wild Hunt, she had no idea that he would
change the world. Since time passes differently in her world, the baby
she once saved is a grown boy who can help her save her home. Now, Ivy
brings him to Faery to enlist his help. Jack Merry has no idea that the
creatures in his stories are real. He just wants a friend, a family,
someone who listens. His stories are the only way he can convince the
villagers to stop and spend time at his side. So, when Ivy arrives and
whisks him off to a magical land, Jack isn't sure whether to be terrified or
grateful that someone thinks he's special. With the aid of the tiny faeries,
a glaistig, the Bollynoggins, and boy who can re-create the world almost
as quickly as the queen breaks it, Ivy might save her home, her friends,
and even her mother.
The Talisman Ring - Georgette Heyer 2009-03-01
"... A long-lost family heirloom, a young heir falsely accused of murder, a
band of smugglers, two utterly delightful Heyer heroines, a taciturn, but
highly resourceful older gentleman - all play their parts in a tale funny
enough to have you laughing aloud."—Publishers Weekly One of Heyer's
funniest Regency romances, and one of readers' favorites. An impetuous
young lady and a fugitive nobleman? When spirited Eustacie stumbles
into a band of smugglers, she is delighted to be having an adventure at
last. Their leader, young heir Ludovic Lavenham, is in hiding, falsely
accused of murder. Pursued by the law, Eustacie and Ludovic find refuge
at an unassuming country inn. And the delightfully sensible couple who
try to keep them out of trouble... The resourceful Miss Sarah Thane and
the clear-thinking Sir Tristram Shield gamely endeavor to prevent
Ludovic's arrest and Eustacie's ruin as the four conspire to recover the
missing talisman ring that will clear Ludovic's name. WHAT READERS
SAY: "A story in the manner of Jane Austen, of domestic comedy and love
affairs." Times Literary Supplement "A sparklingly witty book that had
me laughing out loud." "A perfect blend of romance, adventure, and,
especially, humor. One couple is young and brash and fun, and the other
is older and more mature. Seeing the older couple's relationship grow is
one of the story's highlights. "This is a wonderfully rich novel, full of
excellent secondary characters with lots of charm and wit." "Nonstop
laughter from cover to cover? probably because there are two heroes and
two heroines, and their chemistry with each other is just sparkling!"
"Hilarious! A hallmark of most of Georgette Heyer's works is her sense of
humor? her wit and comedic timing are at their best."
Penhallow - Georgette Heyer 1996
The Black Moth - Georgette Heyer 2020-04-28
The Black Moth' was Georgette Heyer’s debut novel. She was only 19
and it surprised the publishing world by selling more than 200,000
copies in 1921. Georgette Heyer essentially invented Regency Romance.
This novel is set in 1751 and has Lords, Ladies, and Highway Men. As
with all of Heyer’s novels romance, adventure, and intrigue abound. Lord
Jack Carstares rescues Diana Beauleigh, a young beautiful English lady
from the Duke of Andover who is trying to abduct her. Lord Carstares
while brave and courageous has fallen on hard times and has resorted to
becoming a highway man. But Diana is about to change all that.
The Serial Killer's Daughter - Lesley Welsh 2017-06-14
Faro's Daughter - Georgette Heyer 2011-02-28
Max Ravenscar is a renowned gamester. The first to admit he is entirely
void of a romantic disposition, he regards all eligible females with
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indifference and unconcern. But then he meets the woman his young
cousin is bent on marrying - the beautiful Deborah Grantham who also
happens to be the mistress of her aunt's gaming establishment. And he
finds that none of his experience in risk or gambling has prepared him
for such a worthy or beguiling opponent ... 'One of my perennial comfort
authors' Joanne Harris 'I could mainline Heyer's Regency romances until
the end of time and still not get bored' India Knight
Arabella - Georgette Heyer 2018-09-04
#1 on BookRiot's 15 MUST-READ REGENCY ROMANCE NOVELS
Georgette Heyer is known as the "Queen of Regency Romance," and you
won't want to wait to find out why! You'll fall in love with Arabella
Tallant, one of the most memorable and delightfully exuberant heroines
you've ever met. Daughter of a modest country clergyman, Arabella
Tallant still dreams of a proper romance, and is on her way to London
when her carriage breaks down outside the hunting lodge of the wealthy
Mr. Robert Beaumaris. Her pride stung when she overhears a remark of
her host's, Arabella comes to her own defense and pretends to be an
heiress, a pretense that deeply amuses the jaded Beau. To counter her
white lie, Beaumaris launches her into high society and thereby subjects
her to all kinds of fortune hunters. When compassionate Arabella rescues
such unfortunate creatures as a mistreated chimney sweep and an
abandoned dog—proving her love is refined by kindness and
grace—Beaumaris finds he rather enjoys the role of rescuer and is soon
given the opportunity to prove his mettle...
My Soul Looks Back - Jessica B. Harris 2017-05-09
"In the Technicolor glow of the early seventies, Jessica B. Harris debated,
celebrated, and danced her way from the jazz clubs of the Manhattan's
West Side to the restaurants of the Village, living out her buoyant youth
alongside the great minds of the day--luminaries like Maya Angelou,
James Baldwin, and Toni Morrison. [This memoir] is her paean to that ...
social circle and the depth of their shared commitment to activism,
intellectual engagement, and each other"--Publisher marketing.
The Lightkeeper's Daughters - Jean E. Pendziwol 2017-07-04
"Jean Pendziwol’s beautifully written novel captured me from the very
first page. Its descriptions of the windswept lightkeeper’s station of
Elizabeth’s and Emily’s youth are so crisply rendered I felt I was
standing on its shores watching the great ships cross the stormy waters
of Lake Superior. Even more than its vivid evocation of a unique time and
place, The LightKeeper's Daughters is a sensitive and moving
examination of the nature of identity, the importance of family, and the
possibility of second chances."—Heather Young, author of The Lose Girls
With the haunting atmosphere and emotional power of The Language of
Flowers, Orphan Train, and The Light Between Oceans, critically
acclaimed children’s author Jean E. Pendziwol’s adult debut is an
affecting story of family, identity, and art that involves a decades-old
mystery. Though her mind is still sharp, Elizabeth’s eyes have failed. No
longer able to linger over her beloved books or gaze at the paintings that
move her spirit, she fills the void with music and memories of her family,
especially her beloved twin sister, Emily. When her late father’s journals
are discovered after an accident, the past suddenly becomes all too
present. With the help of Morgan, a delinquent teenager performing
community service at her senior home, Elizabeth goes through the
diaries, a journey through time that brings the two women closer
together. Entry by entry, these unlikely friends are drawn deep into a
world far removed from their own, to Porphyry Island on Lake Superior,
where Elizabeth’s father manned the lighthouse and raised his young
family seventy years before. As the words on these musty pages come
alive, Elizabeth and Morgan begin to realize that their fates are
connected to the isolated island in ways they never dreamed. While the
discovery of Morgan’s connection sheds light onto her own family
mysteries, the faded pages of the journals will shake the foundation of
everything Elizabeth thinks she knows and bring the secrets of the past
into the light.
Faro's Daughter - Georgette Heyer 2008-07-01
Beautiful Deborah Grantham, mistress of her aunt's elegant gaming
house, must find a way to restore herself and her aunt to respectability,
preferably without accepting either of two repugnant offers. One is from
an older, very rich and rather corpulent lord whose reputation for
licentious behavior disgusts her; the other from the young, puppyish
scion of a noble family whose relatives are convinced she is a fortune
hunter. Max Ravenscar, uncle to her young suitor, comes to buy her off,
an insult so scathing that it leads to a volley of passionate reprisals,
escalating between them to a level of flair and fury that can only have
one conclusion... "My favourite historical novelist—stylish, romantic,
sharp, and witty. Her sense of period is superb, her heroines are
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enterprising, and her heroes dashing. I owe her many happy hours." Margaret Drabble "Georgette Heyer is unbeatable." - Sunday Telegraph
"Sparkling." -Independent on Sunday "A writer of great wit and
style...I've read herbooks to ragged shreds." -Kate Fenton, Daily
Telegraph
Faro's Daughter - Georgette Heyer 1992-10-01
Skilled in the art of card playing, gambler's daughter Deborah Grantham
uses that skill as her sole means of support in London's most exclusive
gaming club, where she wages with the arrogant Mr. Ravenscar for her
heart. Reprint.
Royal Escape - Georgette Heyer 2008-06-01
A fascinating look into a tumultuous interlude in British history and the
life of Bonnie Prince Charlie. This brilliantly entertaining novel is a
fictionalization of the true story of Charles II (May 29, 1630 February
6,1685), charting his daring flight to France after the Battle of
Worcester, where Cromwell and his Protestant forces defeated the
Catholic king.For six weeks, Charles' life was in danger as he hid in the
English countryside, disguised as a servant, unable to find a way across
heavily guarded borders.His loyal courtiers were appalled by the ease
and glee with which he adopted his new humble identity, insisting on
chatting and even drinking with ostlers and houseboys.Two young
women were instrumental in his eventual escape and one of them
became a lifelong friend of the exiled king.
Osceola - Osceola Mays 2000
A sharecropper's daughter describes her childhood in Texas in the early
years of the twentieth century.
Everyone Asks About You - Theodore Faro Gross 1993-06
Nora's friend Charlie claims that everywhere he went in the universe
they asked about her, from the players at a baseball game to the
Empress of Jupiter out in space.
Lady of Quality - Georgette Heyer 2008-05-01
"A writer of great wit and style...I've read her books to ragged shreds."Kate Fenton, Daily Telegraph The spirited and independent Miss Annis
Wychwood is twenty-nine and well past the age for falling in love. But
when Annis embroils herself in the affairs of a pretty runaway heiress,
Miss Lucilla Carleton, she is destined to see a great deal of her fugitive's
uncivil and high-handed guardian, Mr. Oliver Carleton. Befriending the
wayward girl brings unexpected consequences, among them the
conflicting emotions aroused by her guardian, who is quite the rudest
man Annis has ever met... Georgette Heyer's historical novels have
charmed and delighted millions of readers. Her smart, independent
heroines and dashing heroes brilliantly illuminate one of the most
exciting and fascinating eras of English history, when drawing rooms
sparkled with well-dressed nobility, and romantic intrigues ruled the day.
"In this delectable Georgette Heyer novel, the lady of quality and her bitof-a-rake swain are the ones on whom our eyes are fixed. They don't play
us false. Miss Heyer is in top form...romantic, amusing, and full of tarttongued comment on the mores of the time."-Publishers Weekly "Set in
Bath in the last years of the Regency, it has the authentic Heyer
sparkle."-Woman's Journal
The Peppered Moth - Margaret Drabble 2012-03-29
The prize-winning author of The Dark Flood Rises offers an “absorbing”
portrait of three generations of women—inspired by her own family (The
New York Times Book Review). In the early 1900s, young Bessie Bawtry
grows up in a mining town in South Yorkshire, England. Unusually gifted,
she longs to escape a life burdened by unquestioned tradition. She
studies patiently, dreaming of the day when she will take the entrance
exam for Cambridge and leave her narrow world. A generation later,
Bessie’s daughter Chrissie feels a similar impulse to expand her
horizons, which she in turn passes on to her own daughter. Nearly a
century after that, Bessie’s granddaughter finds herself listening to a
lecture on genetics and biological determinism. She has returned to
Breaseborough and wonders at the families who remained in the humble
little town where Bessie grew up. Confronted with what would have been
her life had her grandmother stayed, she finds herself faced with difficult
questions. Is she really so different from the plain South Yorkshire
locals? As she soon learns, the past has a way of reasserting itself—not
unlike the peppered moth that was once thought to be nearing extinction
but is now enjoying a sudden and unexplained resurgence. With The
Peppered Moth, the acclaimed author of The Seven Sisters conjures a
captivating work of semi-fiction, grappling with her memory of her own
mother and the indelible mark of family and heredity.
The Convenient Marriage - Georgette Heyer 2009-02-01
"A writer of great wit and style... I've read her books to ragged shreds." Kate Fenton, Daily Telegraph Horatia Winwood is simply helping her
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family When the Earl of Rule proposes marriage to her sister Lizzie,
Horatia offers herself instead. Her sister is already in love with someone
else, and Horatia is willing to sacrifice herself for her family's happiness.
Everyone knows she's no beauty, but she'll do her best to keep out of the
Earl's way and make him a good wife. And then the Earl's archenemy, Sir
Robert, sets out to ruin her reputation... The Earl of Rule has found just
the wife he wants Unbeknownst to Horatia, the Earl is enchanted by her.
There's simply no way he's going to let her get into trouble. Overcoming
some misguided help from Horatia's harebrained brother and a hired
highwayman, the Earl routs his old enemy, and wins over his young wife,
gifting her with a love that she never thought she could expect. "Reading
Georgette Heyer is the next best thing to reading Jane Austen."PUBLISHERS WEEKLY
False Colours - Georgette Heyer 2008-03-01
"Reading Georgette Heyer is the next best thing to reading Jane
Austen."-Publishers Weekly A missing twin Something is very wrong, and
the Honourable Christopher "Kit" Fancot can sense it. Kit returns to
London on leave from the diplomatic service to find that his twin brother
Evelyn has disappeared and his extravagant mother's debts have
mounted alarmingly. A quick-minded heiress The Fancot family's
fortunes are riding on Evelyn's marriage to the self-possessed Cressy
Stavely, and her formidable grandmother's approval of the match. If
Evelyn fails to meet the Dowager Lady Stavely in a few days as planned,
the betrothal could be off. A fortune in the balance When the incorrigible
Lady Fancot persuades her son to impersonate his twin (just for one
night, she promises) the masquerade sets off a tangled sequence of
events that engage Kit's heart far more deeply than he'd ever anticipated
with his brother's fiancée-who might know much more about what's
going on than she cares to reveal... "A writer of great wit and style... I've
read her books to ragged shreds." -Kate Fenton, Daily Telegraph
Georgette Heyer (1902?1974) wrote over fifty novels, including Regency
romances, mysteries, and historical fiction. She was known as the Queen
of Regency romance, and was legendary for her research, historical
accuracy, and her extraordinary plots and characterizations.
Mufaro's Beautiful Daughters - John Steptoe 1987-03-31
Mufaro was a happy man. Everyone agreed that his two daughters were
very beautiful. Nyasha was kind and considerate as well as beautiful, but
everyone -- except Mufaro -- knew that Manyara was selfish,
badtempered, and spoiled. When the king decided to take a wife and
invited "The Most Worthy and Beautiful Daughters in the Land" to
appear before him, Mufaro declared proudly that only the king could
choose between Nyasha and Manyara. Manyara, of course, didn't agree,
and set out to make certain that she would be chosen. John Steptoe has
created a memorable modem fable of pride going before a fall, in keeping
with the moral of the folktale that was his inspiration. He has illustrated
it with stunning paintings that glow with the beauty, warmth, and
internal vision of the land and people of his ancestors.
The Hermit's Daughter - Joan Smith 2014-06-17
Sally Hermitage was daughter of the famous solicitor “The Hermit,” but
unfortunately her father had not left his widow financially secure. So
Sally was determined to see her sister married to the man she loved,
Lord Derwent. But Derwent had a guardian, Lord Monstuart, who was
just as determined to prevent his nephew from throwing himself away on
Melanie. But Monstuart exhibited some evidence of attraction to Sally…
Regency Romance by Joan Smith; originally published be Fawcett Crest
Wizard's Daughter - Catherine Coulter 2007-12-18
With characters from the Sherbrooke novels and a paranormal twist,
Catherine Coulter delivers a “beguiling” (Midwest Book Review) novel of
a woman at the center of a centuries-old mystery and the man who will
help her unravel the secrets of her heart.
Grand Sophy - Georgette Heyer 2009-07-01
New York Times Bestseller! Sophy sets everything right for her
desperate family in one of Georgette Heyer's most popular Regency
romances. When Lady Ombersley agrees to take in her young niece, no
one expects Sophy, who sweeps in and immediately takes the ton by
storm. Sophy discovers that her aunt's family is in desperate need of her
talent for setting everything right: Ceclia is in love with a poet, Charles
has tyrannical tendencies that are being aggravated by his grim fiancee,
her uncle is of no use at all, and the younger children are in desperate
need of some fun and freedom. By the time she's done, Sophy has
commandeered Charles's horses, his household, and finally, his heart.
An Orkney Murder - Alanna Knight 2006
'Taut with tension and an air of authority that stems from Knight's
expertise in Scottish History' -- Irish Times
Sylvester - Georgette Heyer 2011-04-01
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"Reading Georgette Heyer is the next best thing to reading Jane
Austen."—Publishers Weekly Rank, wealth, and elegance are no match
for a young lady who writes novels... Sylvester, Duke of Salford, has
exacting requirements for a bride. Then he meets Phoebe Marlow, a
young lady with literary aspirations, and suddenly life becomes very
complicated. She meets none of his criteria, and even worse, she has
written a novel that is sweeping through the ton and causing all kinds of
gossip... and he's the main character! What Readers Say: "A truly
brilliant Heyer with an adorable and very real heroine and a hero who is
very human!" "One of Heyer's most unsung achievements, a classic Pride
and Prejudice story. Hilarity and adventure throughout." "The hero may
be my all-time favorite. He is so drily funny it takes your breath away.
What a wonderful love story." "Hilariously funny, romantic, even
touching in a subtle way." Georgette Heyer wrote over fifty novels,
including Regency romances, mysteries, and historical fiction. She was
known as the Queen of Regency romance, and was legendary for her
research, historical accuracy, and her extraordinary plots and
characterizations.
A Marriage Under the Terror - Patricia Wentworth 2022-05-17
Aline de Rochambeau's move to Paris is doomed since the day she lefther
convent to marry her fiancé VicomteSelincourt, a man of dubious nature.
France is getting restless and violent under the penumbra of the
forthcoming Revolution, and Aline's aristocratic background makes her a
huge suspect. Luckily Jacques Dangeau, a young Republican, takes a
fancy to her and marries her to save her from the threat of an imminent
arrest. But can the two poles ever meet? Will Aline be able to reciprocate
Jacques' love? Will Jacques be able to accept Aline as she is?_x000D_
Excerpt:_x000D_ It was high noon on a mid-August morning of the year
1792, but Jeanne, the waiting-maid, had only just set the coffee down on
the small table within the ruelle of Mme de Montargis' magnificent bed.
Great ladies did not trouble themselves to rise too early in those days,
and a beauty who has been a beauty for twenty years was not more
anxious then than now to face the unflattering freshness of the morning
air. Laure de Montargis stirred in the shadow of her brocaded curtains,
put out a white hand for the cup, sipped from it, murmured that the
coffee was cold, and pushed it from her with a fretful exclamation that
made Jeanne frown as she drew the tan-coloured curtains and let in the
mid-day glare....
Charity Girl - Georgette Heyer 2008-09-01
"Georgette Heyer is unbeatable."-Sunday Telegraph A young and lovely
runaway alone on the road to London Miss Charity Steane is running
away from the drudgery of her aunt's household to find her grandfather.
Not expecting her visit, the old gentleman is not in London but is away in
the country. A scandal broth in the making When Viscount Desford
encounters a lovely waif searching for her grandfather, he feels honor
bound to assist her; but dashing about the countryside together, the
Viscount must prevent his exasperating charge from bringing him ruin
upon herself...and him. In the end, his best idea is to bring Charity to his
lifelong best friend Henrietta and that's when the fun and surprises
begin... "It all begins when a chivalrous and rich young gallant takes pity
on a pathetic poor relation in a neighboring family. Before long he is so
entangled in his efforts to help her that every step he takes leads to some
hilarious new confusion. The romantic conclusions are not what you may
expect, but that adds to the fun."-Publishers Weekly "My favourite
historical novelist-stylish, romantic, sharp, and witty. Her sense of period
is superb, her heroines are enterprising, and her heroes dashing. I owe
her many happy hours."-Margaret Drabble
Defending His Own - Beverly Barton 2000
Once Deborah Vaughn had loved Ashe McLaughlin with all of her heart.
Then he'd disappeared, leaving Deborah with the son they'd created.
Now Ashe was back, insisting she play the part of his lover. Ashe had
never forgotten Deborah and the night of passion they'd shared, or the
way her father had run him out of town. But as the star witness in a
murder trial, Deborah needed Ashe, and he would do anything to keep
her safe . . . and the safest place for her was in his arms.
The Enchanter's Daughter - Antonia Barber 1994-09-01
The Enchanter's daughter--a lonely girl with no name, no companions,
and no knowledge of other lifestyles--learns through reading that
everyone has a name and that there are many lands filled with people
beyond the high mountains.
Spring - Karl Ove Knausgaard 2018-05-08
“Spring features Knausgaard unbound, writing for the first time without
a gimmick or the crutch of extravagant experimentation…Fall in love
with the world, he enjoins, stay sensitive to it, stay in it.” -The New York
Times "Poignant and beautiful…Even if you think you won’t like
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Knausgaard, try this one and you’ll get him and get why some of us have
gone crazy for him." —Los Angeles Review of Books You don’t know what
air is, and yet you breathe. You don’t know what sleep is, yet you sleep.
You don’t know what night is, yet you lie in it. You don’t know what a
heart is, yet your own heart beats steadily in your chest, day and night,
day and night, day and night. So begins Spring, the recommencement of
Knausgaard’s fantastic and spellbinding literary project of assembling a
personal encyclopedia of the world addressed directly to his newly born
daughter. But here Knausgaard must also tell his daughter the story of
what happened during the time when her mother was pregnant, and
explain why he now has to attend appointments with child services. In
order to keep his daughter safe, he must tell a terrible story, one which
unfolds with acute psychological suspense over the course of a single
day. Utterly gripping and brilliantly rendered in Knausgaard’s famously
sensitive, pensive, and honest style, Spring is the account of a shocking
and heartbreaking familial trauma and the emotional epicenter of this
singular literary series.
The Detective's Daughter - Lesley Thomson 2013-05-01
THE NUMBER ONE BESTSELLER. Detective Darnell died before he
closed the case. Can his daughter solve it thirty years later? It was the
murder that shocked the nation. Kate Rokesmith, a young mother, went
to the river with her three-year-old son. She never came home. For three
decades the case file has lain, unsolved, in the corner of an attic. Until
the detective's daughter Stella, a cleaner who loves restoring order,
starts to clear out her father's house after his death... THE DETECTIVE'S
DAUGHTER SERIES: The Detective's Daughter. Ghost Girl. The
Detective's Secret. The House With No Rooms. The Dog Walker.
Simply Scandalous - Tamara Lejeune 2005
A vengeful young woman sets out to ruin a seductive man and finds
herself surrendering to love.
Simon the Coldheart - Georgette Heyer 2021-01-05
A valiant orphan rises to knighthood—and finds love with an enemy—in
this historical romance of chivalry and adventure during the Hundred
Years’ War. At the dawn of the fifteenth century, England is locked in a
bitter war with France. Simon, the illegitimate son of Geoffrey of
Malvallet, finds a home in the service of the Earl of Montlice.
Distinguishing himself on the field of battle, Simon rises through the
ranks until he becomes a friend to the Prince of Wales himself. But
Simon’s true test will come when he is sent to overtake the French
territory of Belremy. Though Simon conquers the city, the castle proves
difficult to penetrate. Coming face-to-face with the beautiful and defiant
Lady Margaret, Simon sees in this bold enemy a spirit to match his own.
But can he convince this woman of his love when she would sooner die
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than surrender?
Victoire - Clare Darcy 1978
Regency Buck - Georgette Heyer 2008-08-01
An altogether unsatisfactory arrangement After their father's death, Miss
Judith Taverner and her brother Peregrine travel to London to meet their
guardian, Lord Worth, expecting an elderly gentleman. To their surprise
and utter disgust, their guardian is not much older than they are, doesn't
want the office of guardian any more than they want him, and is
determined to thwart all their interests and return them to the country.
With altogether too many complications But when Miss Taverner and
Peregrine begin to move in the highest social circles, Lord Worth cannot
help but entangle himself with his adventuresome wards... Praise for
Regency Buck: "Clever!"— Library Journal "Georgette Heyer is
unbeatable."— Sunday Telegraph "Light and frothy, in the vein of the
author's other Regency novels, this follows the fortunes of Miss Judith
Taverner and her brother, Sir Peregrine. A good introduction to Heyer's
period stories..." — The Booklist "Reading Georgette Heyer is the next
best thing to reading Jane Austen."— Publishers Weekly "A writer of
great wit and style... I've read her books to ragged shreds"— Katie
Fenton, Daily Telegraph "Wonderful characters, elegant, witty writing,
perfect period detail, and rapturously romantic. Georgette Heyer
achieves what the rest of us only aspire too."—Katie Fforde
The Advocate's Daughter - Anthony Franze 2016-03-22
A Washington, D.C. lawyer and a frequent major media commentator on
the Supreme Court, Anthony Franze delivers a high-stakes story of
family, power, loss and revenge set within the insular world of the
highest court of our country. Among Washington D.C. power players,
everyone has secrets they desperately want to keep hidden, including
Sean Serrat, a Supreme Court lawyer. Sean transformed his misspent
youth into a model adulthood, and now has one of the most respected
legal careers in the country. But just as he learns he's on the short list to
be nominated to the U.S. Supreme Court, his daughter, Abby, a talented
and dedicated law student, goes missing. Abby's lifeless body is soon
found in the library of the Supreme Court, and her boyfriend, Malik
Montgomery, a law clerk at the high court, is immediately arrested. The
ensuing media frenzy leads to allegations that Malik's arrest was racially
motivated, sparking a national controversy. While the Serrat family
works through their grief, Sean begins to suspect the authorities
arrested the wrong person. Delving into the mysteries of his daughter's
last days, Sean stumbles over secrets within his own family as well as the
lies of some of the most powerful people in the country. People who will
stop at nothing to ensure that Sean never exposes the truth.
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